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1 Scratch cards

The Eindhoven Dagblad (ED) intends to organize a crackling, stimulating scratch
promotion for its newspaper deliverers. Figure 1 explains the promotion. You
can also find a translation below.
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Figure 1: The scratch promotion rules.
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Scratch promotion - Rules of the game

• From delivery week 51 to week 12 you will receive 14 scratch cards, one
for every promotion week;

• For every day without complaints, you can scratch open any scratch box
from the current week’s card;

• If you scratch 3, 4 or 5 matching symbols, you win a prize!

• One card with the same six symbols also means you won a prize and you
have a shot at the main prize;

• The seventh box gives you a bonus chance. You can only scratch this
if you have gone 6 days without complaints, and you still did not win a
prize. With this you have a chance to have more accumulation points for
the savings promotion.

• Send your winning scratch card with the corresponding complaints card
to the office staff;

• On the reverse side of the ticket write down the prize that you would like
to receive from the correct category;

• Never scratch open more boxes than the number of delivery days without
complaints during that week, otherwise the card is invalid;

• Make sure the dates of the complaints cards match the week number on
the card;

• The scratch cards are not exchangeable, they are personal.

• The rules can be found in the letter that you have already received, read
it carefully once more;

• Every deliverer may win several prizes;

The newspaper deliverers deliver the newspaper for 14 weeks, 6 days a week
in the morning. They are provided a stack of newspapers to deliver and a
card. This is a printout which indicates at what addresses they must deliver the
newspapers and whether there were complaints the day before in their neigh-
borhood or if they had no complaints. Usually the deliverer saves accumulation
points for each delivery day without any complaints (similarly to air miles/fuel
points) and with these they can order gifts from a catalogue. This accumula-
tion points scheme keeps running during the promotion. For the special scratch
promotion the deliverer receives 14 scratch cards in mid-December, one card
for each week, with six scratch boxes in each card. For every day without any
complaint they may scratch open one box at random. There are a total of six
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possible different symbols below the scratching layer: a star, a newspaper, a
mailbox, a bicycle, a newspaper bag and a dog. The deliverers choose by him-
self which boxes they scratch each day without complaints. There may not be
more scratched open boxes then there are complaints-free days (when a deliv-
erer requests a price, he/she must send his/her complaints-card together with
the scratch card). Three matching symbols indicate a prize of 10 Euro, four
of the same symbols indicate a prize of e25 and the same five symbols indicate
a prize of e50. The starting idea of the newspaper is that there will be 140
prizes of e10, 100 prices e25 and 48 prizes of e50. With six equal symbols you
automatically enter the final draw of the promotion. Here, 12 main prizes will
be drawn: 4 of e250, 4 of e500 and 4 of e750.

Besides the six scratch boxes there is a seventh ‘consolation prize’ scratch
box. This applies to anyone who has not received any complaints for six days
and has not found any winning combination in the six boxes he has scratched
already. As a consolation prize he may scratch the seventh box to earn accumu-
lation points. These accumulation points can still be used for prizes from the
catalogue. The seventh ‘consolation prize’ box can contain one of the following:
25 accumulation points, or e2.50, 50 accumulation points, or e5, 75 accumu-
lation points, or e7.50. The ED employs 3000 deliverers. The percentage of
the deliveries which run without complaints is 75% per day. It is expected that
during this promotion this percentage can rise up to 90%.

The newspaper will give away a total of about e12300 in prizes. It cannot
be exactly predicted how much this operation will cost as this depends on how
many complaints will be received. The newspaper wants to know how this this
promotion needs to be implemented further, i.e. which symbols must be printed
on the cards and in what quantities, so that the approximate total budgeted
amount for the prizes is given away?

2 Newspaper boy

To make money a newsboy is selling daily newspapers on the corner of a street.
Early in the morning, he buys a number of newspapers at a certain price. How-
ever, nobody wants to read yesterday’s news, so newspapers of a certain day are
purchased only on the same day they are sold. The newspapers that remain at
the end of the day are thrown away.

The problem is that the boy does not know in advance how many papers
he will sell that day. He obviously does not want to buy too few newspapers,
but also not too many. The newspaper boy asks you for advice on a buying
strategy.

Suppose now that the supplier offers to buy back the remaining newspapers
(at a price lower than the purchase price). The boy wants to know how your
analysis and advice changes.
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3 Cracking old Dutch bingo

A music association from Eindhoven organizes a bingo evening every Sunday.
Each bingo night always consists of 41 rounds, and each time there is a guar-
anteed price of e1100, regardless of the number of players. To be more precise,
in the first twenty rounds, the association pays the winner e25, and in the last
round e100. If two players win simultaneously, the prize money is shared fairly
among them.

Each round works as follows. A presenter pulls a stone from a jute bag. The
stones are numbered from 1 up to and including 90, and the number on the
drawn pebble is broadcasted. Each player covers the drawn number on all of
his or her bingo cards. The stone is then discarded. A player wins if he or she
is the first to completely cover one of the six smaller cards on a bingo card.

Figure 2: A bingo card.

Players can purchase bingo cards on two occasions. They can purchase bingo
cards at the start of evening for e10 each. From the moment of purchase, a
player will play with the same card throughout the whole evening. After the
twentieth round there is a break, and during the break new players can buy
cards for e3.75 each. Current players can buy an extra bingo card, for e3.75.

Each bingo card is numbered to prevent fraud. There are 150 bingo cards in
total. Players regularly ask for specific bingo cards, because from their previous
experiences they believe that certain cards win more frequently than others.
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The board tolerates this because they know that the police have checked each
individual card.

Every week the number of bingo cards which have been sold fluctuates
around 110. The board of the music association wants to gain more insight
in their bingo evening, and turns to you. The majority of the board is inter-
ested in the chance of winning of players, and the expected payoff. A single
committee member asks whether players can be at an advantage by purchasing
specific cards, or by applying purchasing strategies.

4 Enhancement of uncertain information

Our society is connected, now more than ever. As a result, in many Western
countries secret services, but also companies like Google, eBay and Marktplaats
have access to hundreds of pages of information about us. They know where we
live, what our phone number is, what is in our emails and what we write on our
online profile pages.

The amount of personal information that people leave behind is incredible.
If someone searches through a search engine the keywords ‘tropical island’, the
company behind the search engine estimates that it is more likely that this
person would go on vacation. Behind the screens, the company forms a profile
of characteristics of each user (such as gender, age, height, interests, hobbies),
together with the probability that these are correct. Eventually, the company
sells these profiles to third parties.

This happens not only on the internet. If, for example you use a navigation
system, the producer stores where you drive and how fast you drive. They also
form a profile of you, and sell this information to third parties. For example,
some time ago this type of information was sold to the police so that they could
strategically place speed cameras.

Secret services and businesses collect as many of these types of profiles as
possible. By combining information from different profiles and by also compar-
ing different characteristics, they hope to get a clear profile of a person.

It is unclear which authority hired you, but a contact in a suit has offered you
big money to make a model and an analysis about the usefulness (or uselessness)
of combining uncertain information.

As a concrete first problem you can think of combining information about
reliability in various internet sales sites. How do you determine how reliable
a person is on the basis of his / her purchase and sale data from the past?
If Marketplace and eBay have both made a profile of a person and his / her
reliability have been determined, how do you combine this information? Does
it matter whether you know how many transactions the person has performed
in both places?
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5 Bankruptcy and risk

An insurer provides car insurance. Customers must pay e50 upfront, and then
pay a monthly premium of e25. By purchasing this product, customers are en-
titled to compensation for damage to their car. The insurer has 1193 customers,
and each month, both the premiums of all customers and the claims arrive at
the office. Claims are on average about e937.85. This is because, for example,
replacing a mirror is less expensive than replacing an engine. The insurer knows
from experience that there are on average 30.9 valid claims per month.

The insurer fears that if multiple claims follow one after another, the insur-
ance company could bankrupt. The insurer therefore wants a risk analysis from
you, and if necessary, advice about their product.

6 Optimum inventory

A caterer works in the background of each hospital. This caterer must meet
strict quality and diversity of supply. This leads to severe problems for the
inventory. In practice the number of patients fluctuates from day to day, and
the choices made by patients from the menu vary from day to day. The ingredi-
ents which are needed in order to meet the demand, therefore, are intrinsically
stochastic.

The caterer addresses this by storing ingredients. However, food spoils af-
ter some time, and this is very dangerous for patients with weakened immune
systems. To prevent deaths, the caterer is obliged to destroy all the food that
is over four days old, regardless of quality.

The destruction of food leads to losses for the caterer. On the other hand,
the caterer must store enough food to meet the demand. The caterer wants to
understand better the process from the potato to the casserole, or to the trash,
and asks for your expert opinion. Your appointment has been made possible by
a recent talk about whether there is an optimum storage capacity.

7 Dynamics of politics

The Lower House has 150 members of parliament who each have a casting
vote. Members of the Parliament (MPs) belong to different political parties
and political movements. Opinions are varied and coalitions often need to be
formed.

Treating controversial bills can therefore lead to lengthy discussions. At the
beginning of a discussion a MP always has an opinion about the bill, and he/she
defends this view fervently. MPs are naturally open to other opinions, and they
can be persuaded by someone with another point of view. Whether an MP is
convinced or not depends on the amount of MPs who defend the competitive
position and the quality of their arguments.

The General Court therefore decides to use probability theory to model and
analyze consensus, and hires you to write an enlightening report.
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8 Flu epidemic

An influenza pandemic can be seen as a virus which extends across a network (of
a moving crowd). When an infected person comes into contact with an healthy
person, the disease can be carried over. Important characteristics are the length
and the size of the epidemic. Develop a model for the dissemination of the virus.
Of course, the vaccination of both infected and healthy persons helps.

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), located in Atlanta,
asks you examine how vaccination can prevent the spread of a deadly virus.

9 Poor music playing to quite good

Orchestras consist of about 40 musicians, and each musician has his own ex-
pertise and qualities. Musicians play woodwind instruments such as clarinets
and saxophones, brass instruments such as trumpets and trombones, and per-
cussion instruments such as drums and xylophones. Some musicians can even
play different instruments, but may not play each instrument equally well.

In front of the orchestra there is a conductor, which indicates when each
musician must play a note. The conductor does this by rhythmically striking a
baton in the air. Musicians are not able to respond immediately (in any case
they need a short reaction time), and therefore they anticipate (unconsciously)
the duration of the each subsequent stroke. This can be perhaps called a sense
of rhythm. Aspiring musicians have more difficulty anticipating the next stroke
(counting), and often play by accident just before or just after the stroke. The
better the musician, the better their sense of rhythm, and the closer to the
stroke they play.

Besides playing rhythmically, musicians must also play cleanly. Each note
played can be false. A measure of how false a tone is the cent. Professional
musicians can hear a difference of 5 to 6 cents and then correct the tone. Aspiring
musicians have more difficulty, and their tone therefore often differs further from
the correct. The audience can typically identify falsehood starting from 25 cents.

If you are listening to individual musicians, you can clearly hear if someone
plays well or not. In a joint performance however the audience hears several
musicians at the same time, and it is more difficult to identify individual voices.
The conductor of the prestigious National Orchestra wants to better understand
the effect of interaction, and for instance wonders whether the quality of a
performance scales with the size of an orchestra. He asks you for a report.

10 Solar machine manufacturer

A small company in Brabant develops and sells machines that produce solar
cells. These machines make solar cells on round discs called wafers, through the
process of chemical deposition. This process is occasionally incorrect, with the
result that the wafer contains non-working solar cells.
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European legislation requires that such a machine may be sold only if the
machine produces wafers with working solar cells at least 95% of the time. Be-
cause this is a strict requirement, and each machine has a price tag of e119000
(that the company would rather not have to give back after the sale), the com-
pany decides each to test each machine in detail. The machine will now be
delivered only if the test shows that it meets these requirements.

The machines are designed so that they can run fully automatically. A
deposition takes an average of 9 minutes. The machine performs the diagnosis
of a wafer in 2 minutes. If the wafer is faulty, one additional minute is necessary.
Each wafer can be reused about 35 times, before it must be replaced with a new
one. Every wafer costs about e87 each, and each deposition is costing the
company about e2.

The company hires you to design a test method, with which to tell whether
a machine meets European directives or not with probability bordering on cer-
tainty. The company is asking you to take into account the cost and duration
of the test and also demands a report that convinces their customers the test
procedure is appropriate.

11 Virology

The field of virology is concerned with the infectivity of viruses. To measure this,
virologists use the plaque-forming units (PFUs). One PFU stands for number of
virus particles that can form a so-called plaque per unit volume. For example,
given a solution of 1,000 PFU / mL of Fruhsommer-Meningoenzephalitis, 1 mL
of this solution contains enough virus particles to form on average about 1,000
infectious plaques in a mono-layer of cells. A plaque is a circular infection in a
mono-layer of cells, which is caused by one initial infection.

In order to determine the PFU a plaque assay is made. In it, a virus solution
is diluted a number of times, and each dilution is poured over a two-dimensional
cell culture. When one or more virus particles infect a cell, they reproduce,
and thereafter only spread laterally, forming a circular plaque. The number of
plaques (and thus the number of initial infections) can then be counted, and
from this follows the number of PFU/ mL. It is important to note that not every
virus particle in a solution leads to an infection.

A virologist from Wageningen asks you to develop a mathematical analysis
of the PFU. The virologist is interested in this because little is known about
aspects such as the distribution of the virus particles and plaques on the cell cul-
tures. The virologist wonders whether or not there exists an optimum number of
dilutions; namely, if the dilution is too weak too many plaques are formed, which
therefore can not be distinguished, and if the dilution is too strong, plaques are
not formed. Finally, the virologist recently analysed the blood of a Saimiri oer-
stedii, and the virologist suspect the monkey is infected with a special virus that
can infect only after three different components of the virus have come in a cell
together. Rigorous insights about the effect of such collisions on the PFU may
help the virologist to achieve breakthroughs.
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12 Blood analysis

An independent laboratory receives daily vials of blood of patients submitted
by various health institutions to test for the presence of a specific kind of virus
particles. The lab has the capability to analyze each tube individually, but this
is time-consuming and therefore very costly. This is why many laboratories
normally combine the blood of different patients. This is done as follows: the
blood of a predetermined number of individuals is mixed with one another,
after which the test is carried out on the mixture. If the result is negative,
then it can be concluded that none of the patients whose blood is present in
the mixture carry the virus. However, if the test is positive, it will then have
to be determined to who the infected blood belongs. The laboratory technician
can choose any of the blood samples to be tested separately, or once again to
mix a group of the samples. Of course, for each test a little amount of blood is
required, reducing the number of tests that may be carried out with a tube. In
addition, the blood has a limited shelf life.

The management of the laboratory would first like your opinion on a strategy
with regard to the so-called batching of blood samples.

Often care institutions that supply the blood provide additional information
about the health of the patient. This has the result that patients can be classified
in different risk groups, with different risks of infection. The client would also
like to know how this changes the above strategy.

13 Auction game in Wie is de Mol

The famous Dutch TV-show Wie is de Mol (Who is the Mole), is a game
show with Dutch celebrities as contestants. Most contestants are candidates,
who want to earn as much money as possible for a joint jackpot. Besides the
candidates, there is one mole, whose identity is unknown to the candidates. His
objective is to keep the jackpot as low as possible. The contestants play various
games where they can earn or lose money from the joint jackpot. At the end of
each episode, the contestants make a test. The one who performs the worst in
the test has to leave the show. The mole never has to leave the show.

In the season from 2016, one of the games is an auction. The one who wins
the auction, can remove some questions from this week’s test. This is very
valuable for a candidate, since it reduces his or her chances of having to leave
the show. The nine contestants place their bids anonymously, without knowing
each others bids. The game master looks at all bids, and declares the one who
placed the second highest bid as the winner. The winner pays his winning bid
from the joint jackpot.

A smart candidate wants to optimize his reward from this auction by using
a probability model. The other candidates are not as smart, and do not take
into account the strategy of the other candidates while placing a bid. The
smart candidate asks you to make a probability model which models the bids
of the other candidates and the mole, to find out what his best strategy is.
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Furthermore, the candidate would like to know how this strategy changes if the
number of players in the auction game changes.

14 Lotteries and Jackpots

In the Dutch Staatsloterij (or State Lottery), one can participate in the Jackpot,
which is held each 10th of the month as an extra on top of the regular lottery.
For this, there are 7 balls, 6 blue balls and one orange ball, one of which is
drawn each week. When the orange ball is drawn, the Jackpot is given to a lucky
participant. When a blue ball is drawn, it is removed from the collection of balls,
and the next 10th of the month again a ball is drawn from the smaller collection.
The Jackpot starts with a pot of 7.5 Me, and each time that it is not awarded,
the amount goes up. See https://www.staatsloterij.nl/spel/jackpot for
more information.

A client wishes to investigate how this game can be player cleverly. She is
interested in the Jackpot, since the money that can be won is enough to be able
to stop working altogether. As a result, she is willing to put some money into
it. However, it is not obvious to her what the best possible playing strategy
is. Please advise her on this and explain her what options she has and which
playing strategy you would recommend. Also advise her on whether there are
any other Jackpots in competitors of the Staatsloterij that might be interesting
for her. It would already help her to know how the Jackpot works precisely, for
example, what is the chance of winning each round, and how much is put into
the Jackpot each time it is not awarded.

15 Playing the casino

A client is quite fond of playing in the casino, as it gives quite a kick when
winning money there. She tends to go to Holland Casino. She plays several
different games, including roulette, blackjack, etc. She notices that her winning
chances are not always equal, and is looking for advise on what game to play
to have the best chance of winning. Please advise. Also, for the game that you
recommend, what is a good playing strategy. Is it best to play all the money at
once, or is it better to play many times and divide the bets into smaller pieces.
Does this depend on the precise game that she plays?

16 Sports tournaments

When two sports teams are playing against one another, usually one of the
two teams is the stronger team, and the other team is the underdog. Still, it
is possible for the underdog to win a match between two teams (for example
because the better team misses important players). An organizer of a sports
competition would like to have a competition where the probability that the best
team wins is fairly high. There are several ways to design this competition. One
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can for example think of a double round-robin (such as the Eredivisie), where
each team plays a home game and an away game against every other team, or
single round-robin, where each team plays against each other team just once.
But alternatives such as a knock out tournament are also possible. On the
other hand, since the athletes already have many different sporting events, the
organizer does not want to ask the athletes to play too many matches. She
would like to have your advice on what kind of a competition she should adopt.

17 A trip to Rome

Al, John and Jack just graduated at TU/e, and decided to travel around Europe.
Before returning to Eindhoven, they decide to stop in Rome. Since they spent a
lot of money during the trip, they want to visit only their favorite monuments in
Rome: Colosseum, Vatican Museums, S. Peters cathedral, Pantheon and Trevis
fountain.

As known, in Rome there is a lot of traffic, so busses, subway and trains are
often delayed. Since the city is visited every day buy thousands of tourists, it
is not uncommon to queue for some time to enter museums and churches. The
waiting time is not the same during the day. In addition, for some hours during
the day, some museums have a special discount for young people.

The three friends think about in which ways the can visit all the monuments.
What is the best plan if the want to minimize the cost of the visit, or they prefer
just to make a quick tour? What is instead the best strategy if they want to
make a quick and cheap tour?

18 The populist votes

It appears that in many recent elections and referenda, the populist vote was
always underestimated. For example, in the Brexit campaign, the odds of the
‘Leave’ vote was under estimated, in the recent presidential election in the US,
the votes for Donald Trump were estimated too low. An institute performing
such polls wishes to investigate whether this is true, and, if so, how it could be
taken into account. Can you give advice to this institute? It would be helpful to
verify whether indeed the populist vote is always under estimated in the (recent)
past, and what could be reasons why this is the case. Some say that this is due
to the fact that the polling institutes fail because they are themselves part of
the ‘establishment’ (as a recent Volkskrant article) suggests. Others say that it
comes from the fact that people are reluctant to disclose that they voted the
populist vite. If needed, you may make assumptions that you know the sizes of
certain subpopulations in society.
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19 Pokemon GO

In the popular mobile game Pokemon GO, one of the goals of the players, divided
in 3 different teams, is to compete for the control of some locations on the map,
called gyms. Each gym is controlled by one team, and has a level from 1 to
10 that indicates how many players of that team have put a pokemon there.
Players who pass next to a gym can perform one of two actions, depending on
who is owning the gym:
If an opposing team controls the gym then they can remove all the enemy
pokemons and put one of theirs, thus making it a level 1 gym of their team. If
their own team controls the gym, they can add a pokemon thus increasing the
level by 1. These actions require to fight against the pokemons defending the
location, and are less likely to succeed if the level of the gym is higher. Since
the game was released, periods were observed in which gym were changing team
highly frequently and others in which they were kept by one team for long
periods. Determine what causes these different behaviours.

20 Elo Rating

The Elo rating system was originally created to determine the world ranking
of chess players and has become a popular way to build ranking for games in
which different players compete mostly in single matches rather than in orga-
nized tournaments. All players start with the same base rating, and every time
two of them play a match some points are transferred from the loser to the
winner, depending on the difference between the ratings of the two players. The
higher was the loser’s rating compared to the winner’s one, the more points will
be transferred. Consider a system of players with different skill levels playing
against each other, in each match obviously the better player is more likely to
win. How do the ratings evolve when considering different ways to arrange the
matches (completely at random, arranged based on rating, based on challenges
that the other player should accept) and different functions to determine the
number of points transferred?

21 Talent show popularity ranking

A popular talent show is running on television for several months. Each week,
the participants showcase their talents through a performance, then they are
ranked according to votes from the audience. A fan is disappointed to see that
her favorite, who she claims to be the most talented, always ranks in the bottom
half. She would like to gain insight into how the popularity ranking evolves week
by week, and hear possible explanations to this phenomenon.

She shares the following information about the show. There are a total of
n participants with varying levels of skill and charm, and for each of them,
how good they perform in these two aspects fluctuates from week to week. The
show attracts a large and diverse audience. Young viewers typically value charm
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more, while older viewers typically value skills. Each viewer is allowed to vote
only once per week.

Consider and model several “decision rules” the viewers may use to choose
the candidate they vote for: objectivity, people sticking to their favorites, be-
ing in a rush and voting before all performances are finished, etc. Argue how
realistic they are, and how they affect the evolution of the popularity ranking
(assuming all viewers follow the same decision rule). Do they explain why a
skilled candidate would stay at the bottom of the rankings?

22 Recording artist wanted

A recording label is seeking for the highest music quality, and would like to
gain some insight into how well their policy on signing new artists achieves this
goal. Their policy is as follows. Every now and then, auditions are held, where
a large number of candidates who would like to become professional musicians
show up. Due to time constraints, they are allowed to perform one song each.
Presumably many factors play a role in determining the quality of the perfor-
mance: the baseline is given by their different musical talents, but variability is
present due to nervousness or excitement. A highly professional jury evaluates
all performances, describing them with a single number. The company signs a
contract with the three artists who receive the highest evaluation.

The label would like to know more about the benefits and risks involved
with this policy. Find out how high is the chance/risk of:

• signing the most talented artist (among the three);

• signing exactly the three most talented candidates;

• signing the worst candidate;

• signing three candidates from the bottom half?

How do these chances and risks change if there might be a small error in the
evaluation of the jury?

23 Smart phone release

A smart phone producing company is asking for your advice on how often they
should release new versions of their popular phone. The company is planning on
long term, so they are looking for a strategy to maximize the expected number
of sales per time unit.

Over their years of operating, they made the following observations on the
market. There are two other smart phone producers, whose release strategies
seem to be random. The customers tend to get used to the phones they are
currently using, and thus prefer the new version from the same producer over
others. But they cannot afford to change their phones again for a certain time,
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say, one year, after buying one. Once this period is over, they are waiting
for an upgrade. If a new version of the same brand comes out, they buy it
instantly, and ignore releases of other brands until their phone breaks down.
However, once their phone breaks down, they instantly buy the latest smart
phone, irrespective of the brand (they might even buy the same brand and
version as their old phone).

Advise the company on how often they should release upgrades of their
phone. How does your advice change (if it changes at all) if discontent customers
always switch over to another brand when their phone breaks down?

24 Blackjack

Blackjack, also known as twenty-one, is a famous card game often played in
the casino. The rules of this game are quite simple, you should reach a final
score higher than the dealer without exceeding a final score of 21. Moreover,
the dealer should always reach a final score above 16. For this card game there
are many known strategies, and some of these strategies are said the give the
player a long-term edge in the game. One strategy in specific is based on card
counting, also outlined in the movie: 21. However, these strategies are all based
on the fact that the final score is 21. What will happen when this final score
is increased or decreased and can we find strategies that are better, in terms of
winning probability, than the existing strategies for Blackjack?

25 iPhones facial recognition and doppelgangers

The new Apple iPhones have the feature of facial recognition. No longer it is
needed to place your finger on the physical Home button and its built-in Touch
ID sensor when unlocking your iPhone. However, this new facial recognition
raises the question whether someone else could unlock your phone. In the me-
dia, there are sometimes stories about two complete strangers, which look-alike,
meeting each other and taking a selfie. These two people who look-alike are
called a doppelganger, for more information see the BBC article “You are sur-
prisingly likely to have a living doppelganger”. Although these stories do not
occur daily, it can be a problem for the new iPhone facial recognition system.
Apple would like to know what the probability is of having a doppelganger in the
Netherlands, when considering for example facial characteristic such as gender,
eye color, hair color, hair length, beard, face shape and nose shape. In addition,
it is known that these characteristics are not equally likely in the Netherlands.
Moreover, Apple would also like to know what the probability is of meeting your
own doppelganger.
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26 Skype live translation for Dutch

Skype has launched a new feature that translates live conversations and the
output translation is presented by computer-generated speech synthesis in real-
time. The current version supports speech translation to and from English,
French, German, Mandarin, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, Japanese and
Russian. They want the next update to extend to Dutch. For that, they have
taken one dictionary and entered all the translations in their database. However,
since they did it with only one dictionary, some words are left out. Considering
their interest in maintaining their reputation, Microsoft would launch the update
only if they are assured that at most 5% of the words from the vocabulary are
left out. Microsoft offers a handsome prize to the most creative and accurate
solution. Would you like to suggest your ideas? You are given access to random
trial conversations.

27 Capacity of Fiber.nl

A famous company in the Netherlands, called Fiber, provides Internet through
optical cables to households. Since this service is new, this does not cover
many economically less active areas in the cities. To improve their service to
Eindhoven, Fiber wants to estimate the cost for installing new optical cables.
Each household sees the advertisement, but not everyone is willing to afford a
connection from Fiber. Fiber wants you to build a mathematical model and
give an estimate about the number of people who want to avail the connection
from Fiber. Next suppose that the distance between the places, where the
connection is to be installed, is random. Fiber estimates a cost of 5e/ft. for
installing cables. What should be the budget for Fiber to improve their service
in Eindhoven?
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